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I. Introduction. Let F be a field and ^[[x]] its power series ring

in the single indeterminate x. It is well known that, if F is a perfect

field F is embedded in F[[x]] in only one way. In the literature [2]

this fact is obtained as a consequence of the uniqueness of the multi-

plicative representatives of F as residue field. This unique embedding

property can also be very easily obtained as a consequence of the

fact that F is perfect only if it has no nontrivial derivations by a

technique used by the author in a slightly different context [l].

The object of this paper is to show how in case F has characteristic

zero, the various ways in which F is embedded in F[[x]] can be

determined constructively and biuniquely from countable sequences

of derivations on F. We consider only those embeddings F' of F with

the property that F' maps onto F as residue field when the maximal

ideal in ^[[x]] is removed. Implications regarding the group of

automorphisms of ^[[x]] are also discussed.

The author noticed after submitting the first three sections of this

paper that the proofs contained therein can be used with practically

no modification to obtain analogous results for the case in which

■F[[x]] is replaced by the power series ring Fffxi, • • ■ , xn]] in n

indeterminates. These results with appropriate definitions are given

in §IV.

II. Embeddings and derivations. Let F be isomorphic to F'

C.F[[x]] by the mapping a-^^diX*. (Throughout this paper F will

be identified with the set of power series of the form a + 0x + • ■ •

+0xn + • • • .) The mappings x,- on F (i=l, 2, ■ • • ) given by jf¿(a0)

= di satisfy the two conditions

(1) ñn(a + b) = #„(«) + %„{b),

n

(2) Tn(ab)   =   X *¿(fl)*n-i(Í)
¿=.0

where 7ro(a) =S.

Conversely, given a sequence {7f»} " of mappings on F satisfying

conditions (1) and (2) and an automorphism a—>a0 on F the mapping

a^ao + iri(ao)x-\- ■ ■ • +xi(a0)xi+ • • • is an isomorphism of F into

i"[[»]]. A sequence {**}" of mappings on F satisfying conditions
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(1) and (2) will be called an embedding sequence.

In order to establish the connection between embedding sequences

and sequences of derivations some conventions and a lemma are

required. Let (r, n) represent a partition of the integer n into r posi-

tive summands. Let (r, n)s denote a partition (s, m) whose summands

are taken from (r, n) and let (r, n)* denote the complimentary sub-

partition composed of the remaining indices in (r, n). Thus (r, n)i,

for example, would be some one of the indices in (r, n). Let {??,•} be

a sequence of mappings of F into F and let [?7 ](,•,„) represent the sum

of all formally distinct products of the r mappings tj¿ for t£(r, n)

(i.e., [t?]i,i,i = 7?? and [T?]i,i,2 = T;??72+T7iT7277i+T;277f). The symbol [î?](r,n)0

will represent the identity map.

Lemma. If {ir,} " is a sequence of derivations of a commutative ring

R into a commutative ring S containing R then

(3) H(r,»)(aô) = £ Cr,sH(r,„),(a)[7r](r,n);(ô).
(r.n).

Proof. The lemma holds for r — 1 for then [w](r,n) =t„ and the only

subpartitions of (r, n) are (r, «)0 and (r, n)*. Proceeding by induction

on the number r of indices in (r, n) we obtain

\Air,n){ab)   =       X)       Wfr.»)*(«y(°*))

=     X     W(r,n)î(<MTy(Ô) + birj(a))
(4) (r'"h-''

=   J2     ]£. Cr-i.i{W<&■,»»><(»)W«f^)»)«(«,X*))
(r.n)i-i       ((r,7i)l),-

+   [*] ((r,n)î)î(^3(a)) W ((r.nH)i(Ô) }

To establish that this last expression is the same as the right side

of (3) we note they have the same set of terms and that a particular

term of [7r](r,„)j(a) [ir](r,n)¡(b) appears twice in expression (4) with

coefficients Cr_i,i and Cr_i,t-_i. The lemma follows then from the ob-

servation that

Cr,i  =   CT-l,i +  Cr_l,f_l.

If R has prime characteristic p we have the following generaliza-

tion of the well known fact that if ir is a derivation on R into S so is

7Tp.

Corollary 1. [7r](P,„) is a derivation.

Henceforth, F is assumed to have characteristic zero.
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Theorem 1. The sequence of mappings {#<} defined by relations (5)

below in terms of a sequence of derivations { it,- } on F is an embedding

sequence on F.

CO - V   ^(r'") 1    o
(5) TTn = 2^,-:— » n = 1,2, • • • .

(r,n) r\

Proof. The mapping #„ is clearly an additive homomorphism. In

order to verify relation (2) we use the lemma on both sides of (2) as

follows.

irn(ab) =   2^ -(«&)>
(6) {T'n)

(r,n)     (r,n)i       (f  ~   Í) ! H

Also,

H(r.i)O)      ,-,      [lr](.s.n-i)(b))

S

2^ 7r¿(a)7rn_¿(6) = ¿^ <  Z, -:-    2^
¿=0 »=0  I  (r,t) >"' (s,n-i)

which is seen to be the same as (6) above.

Theorem 2. The mappings r¡n defined by relation (7) below, in terms

of an embedding sequence {fn} on F, are derivations.

(7) 17* = £- [v](r,n), n = 1, 2, • • •
(r,n) r

Proof, ft is clear that t]n is an additive homomorphism on F. To

show that r¡n(ab) =ar¡n(b)-\-br¡n(a) we note that

rin(ab) =  X) - [i](r,n)(aô)
(r,n) r

(8) _        (-1)*1 _

[*•,»]—<t, • • -,i, t ¿i, ■ ■ ■,ir;0sj'(Si'í;í—1, • •-,r

where the left summation is taken over all ordered partitions [r, n]

of n into positive summands.

The coeificient of a particular term r]il ■ • • t\i,(fl)''lh ' ' ' VJm(b) of

(8), assuming m^s, is found to be

8 f_  JW+S—J+l

y_0     OT + J — 7
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We need to show that (9) vanishes for s>0 and equals ( — l)m+1/m if

5 = 0, the latter being obvious. It will follow then by symmetry that

the mapping r¡n is a derivation. To this end we note that (9) can be

rewritten as

(_l\m—8+l    s

-£ (-i)'(c^i+w,w)(c„,,).
m y_0

However,

s

Z-l   (_ I)'(Cm-l+s-J,8-j)(Cm,y)
y=o

is the coefficient of xs in the power series expansion of (1 — x)~m(l —x)m

and, hence, is zero for s>0.

Lets{7T,-} denote the embedding sequence determined by {iri} us-

ing relation (5) and let £> {t¿} be the sequence of derivations deter-

mined by the embedding sequence {7f¿} using (7).

Theorem 3. S3){7f¿} = {*,}.

Proof. Let {-7r¿} =3){x¿} and {ij¿| = £{7^}- Then

do)    =     £     -ÂÏ Z ^^- Wo,*)! • • ■
[r.nWi,••-,/,   rl <.L (S1,n) Si J

Z)    -   [*] («r.Jr)      f  •
L (Sr,yr)        ir JJ

The coefficient of a particular term #*, • • • Tkr of (10) is seen to

be equal to the following

^ (-1)8 1
(11) (-1)

However

[.,r]-ni, •••,«,        i! WlW2

(-1)'

r«,r]-»i, •••,»,      *!        W1W2 • • • ws

is the coefficient of xr in the power series expansion of

CO J

glog |1-»| _ 2^— log'  I 1 - x\ •
,_o s!
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Thus (11) vanishes for r>l and is equal to one for r = l.1 From this it

follows that í7n = 7r„ which proves Theorem 3.

Let F be a field having characteristic zero and let F(iri| denote the

subfield of F[[x]] of all elements of the form a-\-ti(a)x + ■ ■ ■

+f„(a)x"+ • • • where {#,■} =s{7r,} and {t,} is a sequence of der-

ivations on F. We have proved the following.

Theorem 4. Let F be isomorphic to F'C.F[[x]] under the mapping

a—»£o,-3c'. Then the mappings jx,} on F given by xt(ao) = a% form an

embedding sequence and F' = F^pi\. Conversely, given a sequence of

derivations {x,} on F, F is isomorphic to F(Ti) under the mapping

a—>a+xi(a)x + ■ ■ • +x„(a)xn+ • • • where {x,} =s{ir,}. The cor-

respondence between sequences of derivations on F and embeddings of F

in F[[x]] is biunique.

Let 7Ti be nontrivial and let jt<, i = 2, • ■ ■ , be the zero map. Then if

some power of xi is trivial F(T<j is in the polynomial ring F[x]. Since

every field is uniquely embedded in its polynomial ring we have

Corollary 2. If x is a nontrivial derivation on the field F of char-

acteristic zero then x* is nontrivial for all positive integers k.

III. An implication. Let a be an automorphism of F[[x]]. The

mapping a is uniquely determined by three of its properties. First,

a maps F onto some F^j as follows a(a) = £x¿(ao)*' where a—>a0 is

an automorphism a* on F and {x¿} = s{x¿}. Also a(x) = £4™ , c¿xl

for Ci7^0. Thus« is determined by (a*, {ir,}, {c,}). Conversely, such

a triple determines an automorphism of F[[x]] and the correspond-

ence is biunique.

Let G be the group of automorphisms of F[[x]] and let G\ be the

subgroup of those automorphisms a such that a(x) =x and a* is the

identity. The group G\ is isomorphic to a group Hi whose elements

are sequences of derivations the group operation being defined in

terms of symmetric products of the derivations involved. The group

operation on Hi can be used in turn to define the product of triples

(a*, {ir i}, {d} ) • (ß*, {rji}, {bi} ) so as to obtain a group H isomorphic

to G. This subject will, it is hoped, be treated in another paper.

IV. Embeddings of Fin F[[xi, • • • , xn]]. With the following con-

ventions the results of §11 can be extended to apply to the power

series ring F[[xi, • ■ • , xn]] in n indeterminates.

Let / denote an w-tuple of non-negative integers mi, • • • , mn. Let

â* represent the set of all / and â the set of all / with the exception

1 The author is indebted to Dr. Marion F. Tinsley for the above proofs that (11)

and (9) vanish for appropriate values of s and r.
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of the zero «-tuple 0, • • • , 0. For I in â the symbol (r, I) will repre-

sent a set of r w-tuples h, • ■ ■ , Ir in â such that 2i+ •■ • ■ +Ir = I

where addition is defined component-wise. Thus (r, J) is a partition

of I into r nonzero summands. Let (r, I)s and (V, I)f denote a subset

of 5 w-tuples in (r, I) and its complimentary set respectively.

The elements of F[[#i, ■ • • , xn]] have the form Z^ied* o-ix1 where

x1 represents x*1 ■ • • at» for I = i\, • • • , in. As in §11 an isomorphism

of F onto F'QF[[xi, • • • , xn]] determines and is determined by an

automorphism on F and an embedding sequence {wi} leg which satis-

fies conditions (1') and (2') below.

(1') *i(a + ¿) = ft(«) + *r(&),

(2') x/(a6) = £ *r(«)flM&).

Here, J&Iii and only if each component of J is less than or equal to

the corresponding component of / and #o,-..,o is the identity map-

ping.

Given a sequence of mappings {^zjfi on F into F we define [t? ](,-,/)

in a manner analogous to the definition of [rç](r,i.).

The proofs of the following results differ from the proofs of the

corresponding results in §11 only in that (r, n) is replaced by (r, /)

with corresponding changes in the sets over which sums are taken.

Lemma. If {iri}ä ** a sequence of derivations of a commutative ring

R into a commutative ring S containing R then

(30 kW«« = Z cr,.H(rii).(fl)[T]{r.r):(i).
(r,J).

Corollary 1'. J/ i? Äa5 prime characteristic p then [7r](P,7) ¿s a

derivation.

We assume again that F has characteristic zero.

Theorem 1'. The sequence of mappings \fi}a defined by relations

(5') below, in terms of a sequence of derivations {tvi}$ defined on F into

F, is an embedding sequence on F.

,el\ V^    Wir,/)(5') it! = 2J -' / G if.
(r.I) H

Theorem 2'. The mappings iji defined by relation (7') below, in

terms of an embedding sequence {rji }g on F, are derivations.

(7') v = Z-' I^ä-
{r.I) »■
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Defining £'{xf}# and D'{x/}^ respectively to be the embedding

sequence, and the sequence of derivations given by relations (5') and

(7') we have

Theorem 3'. £'£>'{ xr}¿ = {xi}¿.

We define F(T/1, where {tt/}^ is a sequence of derivations on F,

to be the set of elements £#* x/(a)x/, where {x/}# = S'{x/}#.

Theorem 4. Let F be isomorphic to F'CF[[xi, • • • , x„]] under the

mapping a—> £#* 0/XJ. Then, the sequence of mappings {xj} given by

ñi(ao,...,o) —ai form an embedding sequence and F' = F$)\i¡}. Con-

versely, given a sequence of derivations \Tvi\g on F, F is isomorphic to

F(I/j under the mapping a—»£#* x/(a)x2 where {x/}^ = £'{x/}^. The

correspondence between sequences of derivations on F and embeddings of

F in F[[xi, • • • , x„]] is biunique.
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